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That time acted as a camp-meeting to Kenyons Old Time Religion-Poetry."

As a boy, once, beside the Vultur
In Apulia, not far from my house,
I ired of games and of sleep,
Wonderful doves covered me
With new leaves ....
... I was crowned with sacred laurel
And with myrde, not without
Divine intent ....
HORACE, Ode IV Book III
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PP Betty Jane Smith

Robert E. Stein

Ring Around the Moon
There's a ring around the moon as
The chapel bell strikes twelve; in the
Hollow street, the dark lies still and strong.
The ground becomes a path beaten
By the passing of many feet;
Leaves, mud, and new footprints smear
And bury any marks they leave.
Bare trees border the well-worn course,
Crooked, a crumbling colonnade;
Still, they are strong as they stand up
Against the dark.
Between the trees
Stars stare, hard, cold, still as the ground.
In their light we walk down the path,
And our breath hovers like the mist
That hovers over a puddle.
* * *

Today we packed our winter things,
Drunk on sunshine and more degrees
Than it seemed like we'd ever seen.
But now we stand in the doorway,
Rubbing arms, and bending stiff knees
That ache from straining to shiver.
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We sip coffee and well-learned words
By an open window; the cold
Air gives me an earache; let's get
Some wine, keep warm like earlier.
No, let's just go out for a beer.
On the way home, the street is gray,
The air is thin and cold and frail.
Our breath hangs over a puddle,
The spirit of man trails out on
The face of the water. G'night.
* * *

Nothing moves now, and nothing speaks,
Long passed the chapel bell's last stroke:
A pregnant stillness fills the path.
A leaf, left through the winter, turns,
A few more spiral, scattered, dry —
The silence shaken from its sleep,
The leaves rise in a rising wind;
Drawn down the length of the path,
They fly against dry, skeletal trees
And settle there, coming to rest
Gathered beside the beaten path.
Amid the leaves wanderers meet,
Stern, broken forms amid the trees.
"Leaves blown before the storm,
We have passed,
Forgotten, forgotten and unheeded,
And our path
Is buried in the sludge of rotted leaves.
• Think of those
Who have passed."
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The figures rise, and in a mist
They join the ring around the moon.
•

•

•

The moon has long since set: the sun
Begins to rise; the path is still
Empty. Soon the chapel bell will ring.
*
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Jeff Decoster

Christina Shea

January
I SJE floor of the ski lodge was made of brick. Carefully lined, it created a
X pattern. She sat on top of the central star in the pattern. She sat with
her knees drawn up, very tight and close. He wondered how she could
possibly be comfortable. "Millie," he called lightly. "Millie, don't you want
to sit up here?" He patted the cushion next to him.
Someone got up to throw another log into the fire. Millie moved back a
few feet, sliding along on her bottom easily. The new log produced an
avalanche underneath, and sounds of very high excitable temperature.
Millie clapped happily. She twirled around on the smooth brick. "Did you
see the big flame disappear, Neil?"
He said, "Just like that. I saw it and I didn't see it." He sipped his drink.
"Millie why don't you sit up here with me? There's lots of room "
Millie said, "Is it soft?"
"Very." He moved up and down with a smile, demonstrating the comfort.
Millie said, "You're so far away, Neil." She slid back near the fire. "See
how far away you arc?"
r

The lodge was slowly filling up with people. Neil looked around uncom
fortably. He finished his rum. He sucked an ice cube. A woman sat down
beside him; pillows sighed, feeling the added weight. She said, "Neil Gier,
right? I know you."
Neil spat the ice cube back in its glass. He said, "Hello. Oh, do I know
you?"
"Neil," she said, "it's Elaine Butler, Teddy's wife."
He was startled and embarrassed. "Of course. Of course," he managed. "I
know you, Elaine Of course. I'm sorry. It just escaped me. I mean, I knew I
knew you. I just couldn't place you, that's all You're Teddy's wife, right?"
"That's right." She smiled. She nodded excitedly; he noticed her hair
didn't move. "How are you, Neil? What are you drinking? Can I refill you?"
"Rum," he said, then, "No thanks, I'm okay."
She said, "Teddy's around somewhere. Have you seen Teddy around?"
She sipped from a tall glass.
"No, I haven't," Neil said. "I'd like to."
She giggled. "Oh he's around somewhere. Teddy fell today, on his nose.
He said he broke it, but it's just a bloody nose. Teddy hates to fall."
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Neil said, "Do you ski here often?"
She said, "We're members. Teddy's brother Dick runs the ski school. Do
you know Dick?"
"I don't think so," Neil said.
She said, "He's around here somewhere."
Neil was watching Millie now. From the couch he could only sec her
right side. Light from the fire sprawled across the floor, bronzed her skin.
He thought she seemed content.
"Here's Teddy now," Elaine said happily.
Neil stood up to greet Teddy. Teddy Butler was a big man with a very
red face. A white first aid bandage covered his nose. Two small stains were
visible on the bandage; these denoted his nostrils. Neil said, "Ted, man,
what happened?"
"I don't know. There's too much ice out there. I think I broke it. I think 1
broke my damn nose." He sat down on the other side of Neil. Neil felt fun
ny; he didn't know where to put his elbows. "So Neil," Teddy said. "Fancy
meeting you. What are you doing here?" He laughed. "Do you ski?"
" Foday was my first time," Neil said. "My wife skis. She wanted to come."
"I didn't know you were married, Neil," Elaine said. "You didn't bring her
to the Christmas party."
I eddy said, "Elaine's jealous." He reached around Neil to tease a lock of
Elaine's steady hair. He laughed. "Neil, what'd your wife have, anyway? A
boy, I bet. I guessed she'd have a boy."
Elaine said, "Ohh, she was pregnant? Ohh, I hope it was a girl. Girls are
easier Pamela was so easy. Pamela, she'd sleep and eat. That was it But
Brendan was awful." She looked at Teddy. "Honey, do you remember how
Brendan used to cry?"
I eddy nodded, smiling. "Brendan was awful " He agreed. Teddy and
Elaine laughed together.
Neil felt the couch chuckle with them, up and down. He stood up, distur
bing the rhythm. Teddy and Elaine looked at him. He said, "Excuse me.
The bathroom's right behind the bar, isn't it?"
Teddy hesitated. "Yeah. You'll see the sign. Are you all right, Neil?"
Elaine said, "Would you fill me up on the way, Neil3" She handed him her
glass. "Scotch and soda. We have a tab going."
On the seat, Neil shivered. He slid his hands underneath his thighs, guard
ing them from the cold porcelain. He tried to remember meeting Elaine
Butler at the office Christmas party. He looked at Elaine's glass by his feet.
He hadn't refilled it yet. Two ice cubes, losing shape, sank in the bottom.
He considered chewing on them. Close by, someone flushed. The sound
made him shudder; hair on his legs stood up. The night of the Christmas
party, Millie had gone into labour. He had been drinking rum then, too. He
thought, "I should have told 'hem. She had a boy." Aloud, he said, "She had
a boy."
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When Neil returned to the couch with Elaine's Scotch, Elaine and Teddy
were gone. He looked around for them. He looked at the drink. He
thought, "If it were rum, I'd drink it." The room was crowded now. He
could hardly see Millie; only the great pompon of her ski hat was visible.
Shuffling slowly, he moved towards her. He said, "Excuse me, excuse me,"
and in his hands, Elaine Butler's Scotch and soda rocked.
Millie was pounding the sole of her foot with her fist. When she saw
Neil she smiled. "There's 7-Up in my foot," she said.
"Flex your toes," Neil said. He sat down gingerly on the brick. He felt the
fire reach him.
Millie said, "No, no, they won't flex. Oh, Neil. It's fizzing now, Neil."
Neil said, "Here, give me your foot." He put aside Elaine's drink.
Millie lifted up her foot for his hands. She sighed, feeling his thumbs.
That feels good," she said. "You could squeeze the big toe even harder."
Neil said, "Are you hungry, Millie? Do you want to get some dinner?"
"Okay," Millie said, "after the 7-Up's gone." She picked up Elaine Butler's
drink. "Could I have a sip? What is it?" She sniffed the rim. "It smells like my
father."
"It's Scotch," Neil said, "but your father doesn't drink Scotch."
"It reminds me of my father," Millie insisted. She sipped it lightly, testing
it.
Neil held her foot, kneading out the sole. He watched her drink. He
thought her fingers, tight around the glass, seemed so thin.
They found a small Italian restaurant just off the highway. They ordered
fetuccini alfredo and a carafe of the house wine. Neil said, "I ran into Ted
Butler at the lodge tonight. I met his wife, Elaine."
Millie's mouth was full. She said, "Oh." She drank some wine. "How's
Ted?"
"He seems okay," Neil said. "He hurt his nose skiing. He had a bandage
on it."
"Ted has a big nose," Millie said.
Next to them, a family of four sat down. The woman ordered spaghetti
for her sons. And, "two glasses of milk."
When the waiter left, the younger boy said, "I wanted Coca-Cola."
"Shut up," the woman said. "Just shut up. Brian. Don't you start."
The man said, "Milk is good for you, Brian "
Millie said, "She's a bitch." She looked down at her fetuccini. With her
fork, she forced the pasta to squish up through the prongs. "I'd rather have
Coca-Cola, too."
"Shh," Neil whispered. "They might hear you."
It was late. They decided to leave the skis on the car rack until morning.
Jango barked excitedly when they opened the front door. Millie leaned
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down to greet him. "You must be hungry," she said. She parted the fur, in
order to see his eyes. "Did you pee on the rug today, Jango?"Jango wagged
his tail; he was so happy.
Before turning out the lights downstairs, Neil fed Jango. Millie checked
for spots on the carpet She reported, "He didn't pee."
Neil said, "1 should probably take him out after he eats."
Millie yawned, showing her tonsils. "Leave the stove light on for Jango,"
she said, "he doesn't like the dark."
Neil poured himself a small glass of rum from the liquor cabinet. He add
ed ice. Jango finished eating and they went outside. The moon was almost
full; the snow reacted, showing its lavender side. Jango ran clumsily to the
edge of the yard. He lifted his leg by the new swing set. Neil followed him
carefully, trying not to spill. Looking back at the house he saw the light was
on in the bedroom upstairs. Seconds later, it flicked out. Neil sipped his
rum. Behind him, Jango barked; he wanted to play.
Neil undressed slowly. His muscles were sore. He turned on the light in
the bathroom. Millie sat up in bed. she said, "Neil, they really hurt right
now " She crossed her arms to offer support.
Neil said, "Should we use some of that cream?" He pulled a small tube
from the medicine cabinet.
She said again, "They're really sore tonight. Maybe from all the skiing."
Millie unbuttoned her nightgown. Her breasts were still swollen. They
seemed heavy on her small frame. Neil sat down on the bed He said, "Can I
do it, Millie?"
Her skin felt tight, not used to being so full. Dull veins pressed the surface.
Neil smoothed the cream. Her nipples hardened under his fingers. She said
quietly, "It's cold."
Neil smiled. He watched her eyes fill, slowly. The water made them
shine. He thought they never looked so clear.

Allison Joseph

Bookkeeper
She sits, the moody play of her fingers
Reciting her inner story; the low nights
Of pillows clasped close, the songs
Whose melodies have strayed,
Returning only to tease.
She sits, the shelves full of books,
Silent in their dark corners,
That no one seems to buy. But always,
The heavy steps of browsers
Echo until closing time.
She shuts the bolt behind them,
Watching their footsteps fade.
Outside the heavy pane of glass
The world seems slowed, and the air still,
Their secrets no closer for the speed.
She knows the cruel dialect
Beyond the window, and sits,
Watching, without benefit of sound,
That self-created lapse
Engendered by survival.
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Ellen Watson

The Watches
(I wanted to write something about the city.)
Today the sun was orange, hot and bright.
I slipped behind my padded vinyl wheel
And drove downtown, anticipating heat.
(A few weeks ago, my wife and I drove up into the hills
outside of town. We made a slow walk up, through woods ant
stone, and stopped when we could feel the sun. We took a
picnic lunch, spread it over some aromatic pine needles.
Jeffrey hated it, got all sticky, and sneezed all the way home. I
I kept a sense of trees all evening.)
I saw a granite rock
hewn from its mother cliff.
It seemed quite old itself,
with a firm block jaw, and
a jutting granite brow.
A fringe of deep green trees
crept up around his neck,
a pine stole for his head.
I drive this way every day to my job.
The same way. Past the same lights,
With all the other drivers,
The same ones. Every day.
They are like friends now. We are like a family.
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I drive downtown, through chains of traffic lights,
Expecting every change to show my face,
My own blank face, behind each other wheel.
There's a strange, friendly welcome
I hear in the neon signs.
DONUTS-How friendly
SELL 4 LESS —How like my father's fishing buddy,
twisting his phrases in the doorway,
and laughing as the worms writhed in the can
in his hand.
There's a strange, furious excitement
That jars me, in the neon lights,
Red, Blue, hot white against black midnight.
Things happen here. This is a city.
Things happen down here.
(—The human animal is such that it moves, sluggish and
liquid, through its existence, no sharp divisions, oozes happily
from one situation, through the slow middle ground, then,
gradually, into the next . . .)
— Does this mean I cannot be a flashing red neon sign?
The machinery of life ticks on in me.
I drive downtown just following the scheme.
I he people I see, the things we say, all the same.
A dinner party in a dining-L:
the plates had brown flowers
trapped inside a brown border
the background eggshell-country,
perhaps the color of bad milk,
And Marjories blush looked too orange,
And Stevie, their son, enacted some
teenage war in color
on a TV screen perched on stained wood legs,
l«i]
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And everyone laughed more after
the second glass of wine,
meticulously laughed, thirty-six percent more,
exactly the right and preordained amount,
the smiles thirty-six percent wider.
And it was all so important.
(Why THIS? Why THIS?)
Laundromats always have blue and pink signs.
I pass one every day, on my way to work.
(Why THIS?)
It's like an old friend
(I despise it)
saying hello, blink, hello, blink
(and everything it stands for.)
It's blue. And it's pink.
You fall into the tiny regularities and tick in them,
they tick with you,
and that becomes your life.
I drive downtown, toward the orange glow
On Saturday the travelers are warmed;
We drivers share the weekend's secret heat,
neon heat.
A dial ticks little numbers on the dash —what is it called?
One tick for every block?
No such regularity, no correspondence, no reason for the
ticking.
Still, it's a friendly tick.
(There are no trees)
There are no trees along the street
A boulevard of neon signs,
of people on their little quests,
of me and numbers ticking by.
Electric lights and promises of heat.

WATSON
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Electric suns not orange bright,
but empty vague and bluish white.
Why this?
My windshield sees a billboard tree.
The car ticks by another street.
It's all so important.
Why THIS?
Suddenly two lines popped in my head,
popped in my head and said themselves to me:
"We are such stuff as dreams are made on, and
Our little lives are rounded with a sleep."
I wanted to scream.
The ticking streets, the signs, the cars, the white,
A whirring of tiny civilities
That are all so important.
Where are the trees? Where are the soft green trees?
Where is the rock? Where is the golden light?
Where is the orange warmth,
only reflected by pavement,
only mocked by neon lights,
only warm on stones and woods, and picnics?
(Marjorie said it was a good thing Jeffrey's a city kid,
since he's allergic to all of nature. Is this our pale blue-white
future? He sneezes at her orange powder, too —is there hope
for us yet?)

I turn the wheel and leave the ticking beat.
The street sounds fade, I hear wind rush and blow.
The wheels roll languidly, a liquid flow,
One moment, one slow roll, one moment more.

HIKA
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I head into the hills.
The deep green of real trees.
An old stone.
(This.)
#

i

Andrew Karrer
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Jeff Clifton

The Unveiling of The Monkey's Paw
T MAGINE you are in one of the galleries, here at the Metropolitan Museum
Aof Art, waiting with a crowd of others to see the unveiling of a painting.
Notice the beautiful chandeliers above you providing light to the room. See
the many fine paintings hung on the walls around you. Observe, too, the
well-dressed people near you. But no need to worry about yourself; you
look great. Instead of thinking about how you look, notice those around
you and see if you can find someone you know. So you don't see anyone
you recognize just yet?. . . But wait, there!, on the other side of the room. 1
see by the flash of recognition in your eyes that you know that man. In any
case allow the waiter to pour you a glass of champagne. Go ahead. You
might as well relax and enjoy the evening. And as the time of the unveiling
soon approaches, wait beside me to see the painting. You will see your ac
quaintance in due time. And as long as there is still a free moment before
the unveiling I will take this time to make you a deal. If you will promise
not to run far off, I will promise to introduce you to the artist. Then you
can tell your friends that you've actually had the fortune of meeting Ms.
Violet Indigo. And who knows, if you're insistent upon the fact, maybe
your friends will believe you.
See the serious man in front, there, who is wearing the black suit? That is
Mr. Leaky, the curator of this museum. He is the one most responsible for
the unveiling going according to plan. Notice him now as he glances down
at his watch. See how a worried expression is clouding his face. I hope
nothing has gone wrong. Perhaps they are running out of hors d'ocuvres.
Who can say what the trouble is? Perhaps it is just that the time for the
unveiling is so near. Everyone in the gallery is conscious of the hour.
Couples speak in soft tones now. Men and women can be seen looking at
their wristwatches. Even Violet Indigo, the artist of the painting, can be
observed checking the time of her watch. That is, if anyone bothers to
notice. No one does. The reason is this: Violet has just recently become a
public success. People are familiar with her work but no one has actually
seen her, this being Violet's first public appearance. And now it occurs to
me —I haven't shown her to you. Very soon I will point her out to you. In a
minute. Not now.
Now we should pay attention to Mr. Leaky who is loudly asking for
everyone's silence. Certainly sounds as if he has something important to say.

Ilfl
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"Has anyone seen Ms. Violet Indigo?" Mr. Leaky asks us all. A murmur of
voices begins.
"I haven't seen her. Have you?"
"No, I don't know where she is. In fact, I don't even know what she looks
like."
"Do you think she is tall?"
"No, I'm ninety-nine percent certain she's Chinese."
"And short?"
"Yes."

"There's an Oriental woman by the door."
"Where? I don't see her."
"Probably escaped out the back."
"Violet Indigo is in the back of the room."
"How do you know?"

"I just heard someone say it."
Slowly, everyone in the crowd turns to look behind him. We turn too.
But where is Violet Indigo? She is not in the back of the room near the
door. She is in the crowd, off to our right, turning to look behind her like
the others. Who can she be looking for? Why doesn't Violet just tell
everyone who she is and stop this charade? But perhaps she prefers to re
main unknown. Or a more likely explanation may be that the girl simply
isn't paying attention. She her over there (yes, the one in the jumper holding
the stuffed monkey). Notice the wonder in her face as she looks down
towards her monkey. Observe how she looks into the monkey's marble eyes
as if they were living, sparkling eyes. Perhaps she is too preoccupied to have
heard that she is the person the crowd is asking for. Yes, maybe that's
it-the girl simply hasn't heard.
Listen carefully now. Strain your ears for the sound and you will hear
Mr. I^aky speaking to the man beside him. "It's already eleven. In fact-oh
dear—it is past eleven. What will we do? See if you can't find her, Mr.
Liberal. I'll try to stall."
"Of course, Mr. Leaky. But we are already doing the best we can. I have
men searching everywhere for her," says the man. And off Mr. Liberal goes,
through the open door, to look for Ms. Violet Indigo. While we are left
waiting, and you are left holding a glass of champagne, let me explain about
the monkey and the girl It is not everyday that you see artists of Violet's
ability carrying stuffed animals around with them. But you must remember
that she is no ordinary artist, she is also a girl, just nine years old. The
monkey means everything to the girl. Only natural then that wherever she
goes, the monkey goes too. They go to the zoo together. Roll down hills in
the park. Practice ballet. Paint together. Even when Violet Indigo's tutor
teaches her arithmetic, the monkey is propped beside her to help with the
flash cards. And once when Violet took a philosophy book from her
father's shelves, the monkey could be seen on Indigo's shoulders peering at
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the text. This monkey is not much of a philosopher, mind you, but always a
dear friend to the girl. Understand then, because of their attachment, it is
only appropriate that we should see Violet and her ape together on this
most special night.
Turn your attention again, though, toward Mr. Leaky. For it is clear to
see that he wants to speak with us once again. Leave Violet Indigo to her
monkey. The man requests everyone's attention, and that means us, too.
"Attention ladies and gentlemen. I regret to say that Ms. Violet Indigo
cannot be here tonight. We think she has missed her plane. But we will pro
ceed with the unveiling as scheduled, after a few words about the artist."
The man begins to drone on and on about the paintings Violet has done
and what they meant and what people interpreted them to mean and when
they were painted and other points of general interest. But you have heard
ths speech before or one just like it so let your attention wander as it will.
Sec all the pretty people up in front there. I realize you can only see the
backs of their heads, but watch closely—you might see someone famous.
Did you notice that face as it turned? Yes, that is the one, the same lady
you can see on the billboard at the corner of Career and 52nd street. Do
you see the man that just scratched his bald head? I mean the one farther to
the left. Yes. Him. He owns the entire Chase Manhattan Bank. George
Burns is here, too, smiling about something as he talks with the beautiful
young woman beside him. Oh—and can you find the assortment of artists in
the crowd? That man just in front of us —I hear he is a master of plexiglas
art. Notice, too, the bearded guy next to him. Isn't he the environmental ar
tist who wrapped all those islands in the pink plastic? And in front of those
two men stands a wrinkled, old lady. Believe it or not, she made the new
waxwork of John Wayne. If you get the chance, go see it. It is at the
Ripley's in San Francisco. As visitors pass by him, Mr. Wayne delivers oneliners from some of his films, the most amusing of these being when the wax
Wayne says, "Truly, this man was the son of Gawd!" One should not forget
the press, either. Indeed, how could one? For there they are, closest to the
front, taking all this gobbledygook in, flashing flashbulbs, scribbling notes,
filming the sights of the gallery, doing it all for the sake of the beloved
public.
Who did you get your invitation from? you ask me. I found the girl's
monkey before a German shepherd did; Violet's mother gave me mine. And
you? You got yours from the doorman, Mr. Wicks. I understand. That ex
plains why we are almost the only ordinary people in the entire lot.
Ah —it sounds as if Mr. Leaky is coming to the end of his speech. That is
a relief.
"And now without further ado, the unveiling!" he exclaims.
Mr. Leaky whisks the cloth away from Violet's painting, and there the
work is, naked for all to see. A hush falls over everyone. Such a surprise!
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Not at all what we were expecting! The painting is simply the print of a
monkey's paw. How does one respond to such a work?! How indeed!
But some people think they know what to say:
The work has such . . . such possibility."
"I have never seen anything quite like it before." "Its essential virtue is it's
simplicity."
"Yes, but don't let the simplicity deceive you. That would be a mistake."
But soon a second hush descends upon the crowd. Will someone say it?
Will anyone dare say what they really think of Violet's work? See the girl's
eyes turn sad as she waits for a reaction. Notice the puzzled look which can
only mean "don't you see?" 1 don't know about you but I don't like what
might happen. What is said next may decide whether the painting is judged
a success or a failure. However, I am not much for speaking in public. Are
you? All right, then, if it is important enough maybe one of us will speak up
this time. Then again, maybe well wait with the rest.
"Excuse me," a man says before either of us says a word. "I know that all
it looks like it the print of a monkey's paw, but try, if you will, to capture
the mood of the piece."
All heads turn to look at the man and for the moment he has their full at
tention.
"See the soft yellow, green, and turquoise tones of the monkey's paw. Feel
the significance of the monkey's grasp skyward. Forget the previous com
plexity of Ms. Indigo's work. See this painting for what it is. Notice the
hope, the simple beauty, the love it contains." The heads turn away again.
Another man begins to speak, but with more assurance than the first man.
"I enjoyed her earlier work more than this one. Those paintings are
infinitely more complex, and for my money, a better depiction of the
modern age. Also, her previous work clearly took more artistic ability than
this did Remember her painting Flight in which she blended an old Ying
master with a flying cardinal? Or remember her painting The Rapture in
which she put the Paris McDonald's Skylab, an album cover of the
Monkeys, a contestant from the Whiz Kids, Kermit the frog, Harpo Marx,
and Andropov all together in one piece? She painted with such care and
genius that a kind of unity presented itself. That painting was wonder
ful—but this, why a child could have done as much. My question to all of
you is. what happened to Ms. Violet Indigo? What arc the implications of
her new work? Can anyone explain the meaning of this painting? I find
myself at a loss."
In this way the simplicity of Violet's work becomes a complexity to those
in the gallery. And who but Violet Indigo would explain what she meant by
her painting? She being the very one who is on her way here to speak with
us this moment. That is, now that the public is busy discussing what she ac
tually means by her work.
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As wc try to locate Violet in the crowd, we can not help but overhear the
talk of the people. Everyone seems to have some opinion on the meaning of
the girl's work.
"In this piece I think we see the embodiment of the total nature of all
truth, . , says one person.
"I haven't a clue," says another.
"I will tell you what has happened. The woman's fallen in love. What was
a chaotic vision of the world has been temporarily reordered Chaos will
return soon enough. Just give things time, . . says a woman with heavily
rouged cheeks.
Alas, I have been searching in vain for the girl, for she is too short to be
seen among a crowd of so many adults. But 1 notice now that she has
emerged from the throng, unscathed, and so, as promised, here is Violet In
digo to speak with us two. See how she still clutches her monkey tight in
her arms. If I didn't know her better I would think her to be in a daydream.
For although Violet stands nearby, ready to share her secrets, her eyes are
darting everywhere and settling on everything except us.
"Violet Indigo, can you come here a minute?" I say.
"But I am already here," replies the mystified girl.
"Closer please. I want you to meet someone."
"How do you do?" says Violet. "Come on, Cro-Magnus, say 'How do you
do?'" she urges her monkey.
You say: "What do you mean by your work, Violet Indigo?" Notice how
she hesitates and looks left before replying.
"All I can tell you is that I can't answer your question, for the truth is that
I don't know myself what inspired me to paint it. The best I can do is tell
you how it happened I was sitting at home, in the living room, thinking of
where Mummy would take me if I was just a little older. The Rocky Horror
Picture Show or the bowling alley. Pitch-and-putt or a movie. Jai alai or a
basketball game. Sears or J.C. Penney. The theater or the zoo. I couldn't
decide which place was best. I thought for a moment that I might be equally
happy at any of those places. Anyway, I couldn't decide where to go and
that bothered me. So I started feeling sad and I began to think of what I
would do if I was old enough to drive myself around. Soon an idea came to
me of what I should do. I would find a direction and then I would go there.
Right. Left. North. South. East. West. Forwards. But in the end I couldnt
decide which way to go. All directions were alike to me. Then it came to
me what I would do if Mummy ever gave me the chance. I always have
liked amusement parks and especially the merry-go-round. I thought I
would go there, find me a nice gray horse, and ride round and round, the
whole time leaning out as far as I could to see if I couldn't snatch me the
brass ring this time. And when years passed I could alter the plan. I would
go to a baseball game (a sport that I don't even like) still dizzy from all those
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merry-go-round rides as a child, and I would sit way out in the bleachers
and buy a hot dog from the vendor, and if the mood hit me right I would
begin to throw peanuts at Reggie Jackson! But I could see the end of that in
sight. One day maybe Mr. Jackson would hit a ball up to my spot in the
bleachers and the T.V. cameras would follow the flight of the ball all the
way up to me. I wouldn't pick up the ball; I wouldn't even make a move
towards it and then the game would be up. So 1 started feeling sad. That is
when Cro-Magnus (being the loving ape he is) suggested that we should
make some mark that everyone could remember. He offered me his
assistance and in no time at all the painting was completed. Just as you see it
here."
1 notice that you eye Cro-Magnus with amusement. It seems that he has
gotten himself into trouble with the paint. Yellow paint on his nose. Green
paint on his paws. Blue on his left ear. Notice as Violet takes her leave of us
and disappears into the sea of people. Where is Violet going? 1 cannot tell
you; the girl is unpredictable. But realize if the child puzzles you, you are
not alone. If it is any consolation, the child is as much a puzzle to you as she
is to me. So do not worry yourself about the odd child. Remember only
how she ambles away, happy and oblivious. The puzzle of what her work
means, by default, is left to us. The girl can face the quandary herself when
she is of age. Yet, what should we say about her painting? It is not what I
would call a good work of an. Too simple. Not beautiful enough. Lacking
imagination. And yet, the painting suggests something more to me. The
work still has some message for us. But what can that message be? Look
again at the painting. See the monkey's paw grasp skyward as if for a hand!
See order where there was none! See significance where there was chaos! All
encapsulated in a monkey's grasp towards heaven.
Or as the meaning begins to dawn on me, picture, if you can, Violet In
digo without her dear dear Cro-Magnus. Forget Violet's imagined looks of
love. And let the heavy, gnarled hand of reason snuff this candle out!
ft
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Sheila Jordan

Ohio
They are all from Ohio,
the poets living in the East.
Sooner or later, they drop a line
that tells you.
What fills a day in Ohio?
The poets cannot say;
they go away and write.
They begin to remember.
They remember a white farmhouse
and barn, a child and a dog
in the yard.
They remember the turnoflf
onto the one-lane iron bridge
over the Kokosing, corn,
cows and horses in the fields.
They say to themselves, "This is not
poetry." But it is.
Water is like the Kokosing.
A tree is like these October maples
with big nameable leaves.
It is the sameness we recognize
across the U.S. It has made
five presidents. Sooner or later,
the poets write HOME.
9*
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Anne Wright

Sundays in Apuglia
7 was bom in New York City, where I now live and work. I graduated from
Wbeelock College and taught young children in Connecticut, Rome, and Pans,
before settling in New York. In 1967 I mamed the poet James Wright. He en
couraged me to start writing again, something I bad done little of since college days.
In 1979 we spent eight months in Europe, and there I kept a journal wbicb seemed
to turn into a book of prose pieces, entitled Mosaic of a Journey."
A. W.

Gallipoli
T N the little fishing village of Ontranto we meet Joe and Marty Merrell, a
Ayoung couple from Michigan. They arrived at our pensione late last
night, after we had gone to bed. The proprietor was so excited about having
another American couple register, he showed our passports to them, expec
ting, no doubt, we would all know each other.
At breakfast James introduces us quite formally. "Our name is Wright.
W-R-I-G-H-T."
We are soon comfortable with each other. Over extra coffee we discuss
the strange and eerie beauty of Apuglia. We tell them of the three-hour,
roundabout train ride from Lecce to Ontranto, and find they drove the
same distance in half an hour!
I hey drive us to Gallipoli. The only people we see are a few men and
women bending over to plant young lettuces in a field. A horse and can
comes down a side road. The cart is piled high with bright green hay, com
plementing the poppy-red shin of the driver.
When we arrive in Gallipoli we find the often-photographed towers of
the castle at the edge of the old town completely hidden by a shockingly ug
ly new town. We drive into the old section, park the car, and walk along
the streets to a quiet quai by the castle; fishermen fold and repair nets. Fish
traps of all sizes made from reeds cover pan of a wall, hanging there to dry
in the sun.
Everybody seems to be out on the narrow streets enjoying Sunday before
from Mosaic of a Journey by Anne Wright
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lunch. Doors are open, so we look into windowless kitchens where tables
are already set. The houses are scrupulously clean, the streets dirty Garbage
that has been thrown over the sea wall lies on the rocks below or floats in
the water.
We turn the corner of one street where an old woman sits sewing and
calling to neighbors. More women stand on second-story balconies or in
doorways, talking and keeping an eye on us. In one doorway a group of
teenagers giggle and goggle openly as we, the foreigners, pass by.
Around another corner is a bearded fisherman sitting on the ground. He
leans against the golden stones of the city wall, his legs stretched out in front
of him as he mends his net. He holds one end of the fishing net between
toes covered with rose-colored socks. His lined face and beard are almost
the color of the stone.
We have our Sunday lunch in a tiny hosteria. People come in and out of
the doorway next to our table to buy bottles of beer or wine from the
owner. A small boy named Pietro sets the table for us and removes our
plates after each course.
A little girl comes out from a house across the street. We watch her enter
the restaurant, buy a litre of beer from the owner, and start back home The
bottle slips from her hands and breaks on the street. We see her crying as
she goes into her house. We hear slaps and scoldings. She comes back again
with more money to pay for a new bottle. The owner's wife hugs the child,
refuses the money, and hands her a new litre. The girl gets across the street
with the beer, safely this time.
We say goodbye to Pietro and walk back to the Merrells' car. It is very
quiet now. Everybody is inside eating.

Old Ban
There is a festive air in Old Bari on Sundays, quite different from the
stillness of Otranto and the quiet desperation of Gallipoli.
We join everybody else out on the streets. Laundry has been done and
hung up much earlier in the day. Only one young woman is still washing.
She kneels on her doorstep, gracefully bending over the sill to scrub her
clothes in a green laundry tub set down on the pavement.
Men group in the streets or walk with their daughters by the sea wall.
Children sit in doorways eating huge paninis Armies of boys of all ages play
soccer in the tiny squares.
Five women dressed in black sit around a big tray with a wire bottom,
turning and sorting orechetti, the pasta of Apuglia. Orechetti means "little
ears" in English. Pairs of old ladies sit side by side on rush-bottomed chairs,
scarves over their heads, chairs turned away from the sun. A mother with
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four children walks down the street. They are shelling fava beans, popping
the seeds into their mouths, tossing the green pods onto the ground. A girl
scrubs the cobbles in front of her house using a cloth at the end of a stick to
clean the stones.
A carnival is by the sea wall. Nuns supervise children on one of the rides.
From an amplifier, the voice of an English rock star splits the salt air with its
whine.
Boys and girls gather mussels on the rocks. Two fishermen hold long poles
over the wall into the water. They cast their lines into the sea again and
again One finally catches a four-inch fish and everybody claps, including us.
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William Marchl

In the Half-Light
Beyond the valley, fog
the night air warms. Trees
laboring up the hill drop leaves
like words to mark the dawn.
In the night I have dreamt
that each human body is a church
lying still, waiting for the bridegroom;
attentive, majestic till the time when
the body will shudder and rise up,
move voiceless beyond the hills
toward the reddened moon of the harvest.
I lean on the sill, watch my breath trail out
in fog while the night expires. Lonely, the cornstalks
wither in rows by the quarry in the distance.
But in the half-light
I lose the shape of the valley. Only
the trees come near.
In their hopeful voice I hear yours;
I see bared shoulders, limbs,
lie down to await the sun.
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A Conversation with Robert Hass
This is one of many conversations with Robert Hass, Gund Writer-in-Residence,
during bis two week stay in Gambler. A poet, critic, and teacher, be currently holds
a MacArtbur Foundation grant to devote time to bis writing. Winner of the Yale
Younger Poets Award in 1972 for bis first book Field Guide, Hass in 1979
published a second volume of poetry. Praise, and this year, Twentieth Century
Pleasures: Prose on Poetry, both by Ecco Press. Interested in translation, be has
written the introduction to Stephen Mitchell's Vintage Press edition of Rilke. Hass
is noted for his own translation of the work of Czeslow Milosz, 1980 winner of the
Nobel Prize.
He teaches at his alma mater, St. Mary's College in San Francisco, having
taken bis doctorate at Stanford University. His essays have appeared in Antaeus,
Ironwood, Salmagundi, and The Pushcart Press Anthology; bis poems have
been widely published Hass has held a Woodrow Wilson and a Danfortb Fellow
ship, among others, be was the first Robert Frost Fellow at the Frost House in
Franconia, New Hampshire.
We spoke with Robert Hass at bis impromptu office in the Women's Center. He
was most often to be found in a classroom or at a Poetry Group workshop, several
of which were shouted over the Pirates' Cove jukebox.

HIKA

When you were here in March 1983 for the James Wright Celebration,
you gave one of three critical appreciations of Wright's work. You talked
about the sense of being alone and sometimes not so happy as a young poet
trying to make a language. Specifically, you tried to inform your reading of
VV right s A Blessing with this feeling that most of being a poet is not public
celebration. What was your experience as you began to write and what, if
any, is the difference now that you're on the other side of the fence?
HASS

I dont think that beginning to write was a painful experience for me. I felt
isolated, but beginning to put words down on paper, beginning to feel like I
was actually making poems was a deeply absorbing experience. It wasn't
(28)

unhappy; 1 don't think my life was unhappy. I knew what I wanted, where 1
was going, and what I was doing. Writing was probably the most absorbing,
happy thing 1 did. And I don't know if I'm on the other side of the fence: I
always feel in some way like I'm starting.
HIKA

So one never really gets the sense of where one is in terms of writing?
HASS

No, except when you're writing.
HIKA

Does one ever get a sense of one's own ability, confidence?
HASS

Yes, 1 think you get some feeling. With me it comes in spurts —the
confidence—once you get going, the problem is that you're always strug
gling against the limitations of your means of expression. You're trying new
territory, straining against what you already know and can do. That feeling
of command, virtuosity, whatever, doesn't last very long; it certainly doesnt
with me.
HIKA

Is there a barrier through which articulation comes more easily?
HASS

Yes, yes, yes, or a little bit—you know what you're doing; in general, you
find your way to your subject or find your way to your theme or get in the
grip of your obsession in a useful way. Then there are stretches when you
can just do deep, absorbed work. You're not always stumbling at the door
way. You're not always —what is Robert Duncan's phrase—"an idiot fum
bling at the bride's door." Sometimes you get inside.
HIKA

leaching Karen Edwards' freshman English class here, you said that the
resistance to poetry in America is "the resistance to that non-Muzak
loneliness of the individual." Do you think our society is insensitive to, or
even resentful of, poetry?
HASS

I think that it's probably a little bit of both. This is a very complicated ques
tion about our society versus other societies that value the poet far more.
1 here are also societies in which peasants used to have to take off their hats
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when school masters walked by. A part of the American distrust of the poet
is the distrust of the educated person. That was part of our early history. It
was the equivalent of the Red Guard attitude toward the cultural elite, and
it comes from a democratic —I think it's partly a democratic—dislike of the
written word as a form of social power. And so I think that American poets
constantly complain about their loneliness. "Why don't we fill football
stadiums for poets?" and "How come it's so popular in Albania and Tibet
and not here?" and so on. There are historical reasons that are connected to
things we value a lot. These partly explain the fact that the poet is not
treated as such a special person, the fact that poetry is treated with some
suspicion. I think that society is changing, that the attitude will be changing,
but it's complicated.
HIKA

Arc you saying this comes from the literary tradition or is it somehow inci
dent to capitalism?
HASS

No, I think it belongs to American culture. It's a break with class society in
which the people who had the language had power, and the people who
didn't have power couldn't read. Social attainment had to do specifically
with the possession of literacy. In the period when Shakespeare was writing
only about ten per cent of the population could read. The other ninety per
cent were slaving away. The lyric poetry of that time is full of praise for
country houses and people who lived off the labor of others.
HIKA

You talked about people lining up to get Milosz's books. Is it because we
don t have that kind of restriction here that there is a lack of interest?
HASS

I here is another issue in Eastern Europe which is that in countries whose
national identity has been threatened—as Poland has been by Russia, as
Hungary has again and again by Germany, by the Turks, by various
people —poets came to stand for the survival of the language. If the survival
of the English language were in question, poetry would seem a lot dearer to

people.
HIKA

Is that like the recording of a religious tradition in the face of political
domination?
HASS

I hats exactly the same thing. All over Hungary, for example, or Poland or
the Serbian part of Yugoslavia or Slovenia where the Slovene language
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represents a very small tribal survival, the poets are the people. The poets
are representative of the continuity and survival of the people, which is
above all the survival of their language When you're writing in the interna
tional lingua franca it's cheaper; it's not as dear.
HIKA

Does that somehow make any statement about what kind of poetry is pro
duced by those people? I'm thinking of Biblical times when Judaism was
becoming Hellenized. That's where the whole apocalyptic literature came
from. Is there that kind of sense?
HASS

I think there is some of the same sense, and I think some writers regard it as
a burden . . . Wouldn't it be wonderful if the role of the poet had that kind
of power? We tend to envy such poets. On the other hand, some of those
writers, Milosz and Herbert included, but also some of the Hungarian
writers, complain that they don't want to bear that weight —that they want
to write their poems, not Poland's poems, not Hungary's poems. Milosz,
specifically, complained that this pressure has, over and over again, tempted
Polish poetry toward Romanticism and grandiloquence which then ended
up being suicidal.
HIKA

You talk a good deal about music in poetry. Is that your sense of how the
voice of a poem is taken in?
HASS

Yeah, (followed by laughter)
HIKA

Good. Miles Davis and a jazz pianist friend of yours, Nils Petersen, are both
mentioned in "Listening and Making" in Twentieth Century Pleasures. Are
poets and jazz musicians similar creatures?
IIASS

Well, I don't know very many jazz musicians, but I think there have been
strong similarities at least since the 1940s—a sort of bonding between jazz
musicians and poets. Probably much more on the side of poets being in
terested in that kind of improvisation. Action Painting in the fifties tried to
find equivalent forms, as did poetry.
HIKA

In an English class here y ou sa id that poetry took on an essentially different
character when it was torn away from music and song form.
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HASS

Well, in the 1950s what happened with Miles Davis, with Modern Jazz
Quartet, with Coltrane was that like Action painting and other forms, jazz,
I think, took on an existential character. Like the journey toward what end
one didn't know; to get out there further and further; to get out there and
see bow far you could get and come back. Jazz caught what people felt their
situation of being alive was. It seems a perfect, abstract, and sensuous model
for a way of affirming that sense of existence, a very attractive model for
poets. And it suggested, in poetry, more open-ended forms.
HIKA

"The nature of the music of poetry has become an open question. In music,
the rhythm of poetry, is crucial to it's form. Thinking about poetic form has
also been complicated by the way we use the word. We speak of the sonnet
as 'a form,' when no two sonnets, however similar their structure, have the
same form." That's from your essay "One Body: Some Notes on Form." Is
this the sense of how in the composition of a poem, sound and meaning
struggle?
HASS

Well, my innate sense is just that as one hopes, at the end of the poem,
the two are the same thing; in the middle the fact is that you work from
either point of view. Sometimes you can say, "Well what do I mean," and
that will take care of the sound; sometimes you can say, "Well that doesn't
sound right," and as you kind of replay and rework it you discover the
meaning People who work in set forms argue that the pressure to invent in
that narrow range often leads to interesting discoveries—it's having to
rhyme that leads you to think of the thing you might not have thought of
before. You might have settled for one kind of word, but you have to have
another kind that will bridge the span. Searching in that narrower frame
you find it. They would argue that you don't get that in free verse.
My experience is that that isn't true. Because though you don't know
what the pattern is, after a while you know what the next part has to sound
like. So that same search based on the paradigm of the music you're hearing
moves the work. That exerts the pressure on you. And vice versa.
HIKA

You seem to find a very real and sensible correlation between what happens
in your family and what happens in your work.
HASS

I was married very young and when I started writing I had a child and then
another right away. I think during the period I was beginning to write I was
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also learning to be a father, watching my kids learn to be human beings. 1
guess what probably happens is that you work on what you're given. If I
had been working in a factory ... or if I had been working in the wilderness
service ... I would have found my metaphors in physical labor and the
mountains. I think it was largely a matter of the place where I lived and the
materials given to me to think about life with. When the kids were little I
could write about them, but now that they're getting older there's the mat
ter of letting them live their own lives, not violating their privacy . . .
HIKA

Your brother seemed to prod you to your first critical rebellion against
Sister Reginald in "Some Notes on the San Francisco Bay Areas Culture
Region: A Memoir." Was writing a family obsession?
HASS

Yes. My brother was very interested in writing. He's a doctor now; he's
written a couple of books about medicine. My father was very interested in
writing, though oddly secretive about it. He wrote a book of children's
stories. 1 think he wrote a book on tennis—a how-to book; a book on
bridge—a how-to book and ... my grandmother on my mother's side read a
lot. They didn't read particularly good books, but they all read a lot. It was a
fairly literary house.
HIKA

So growing up with that sense of language helps a lot?
HASS

Yes, I think it does.
HIKA

In "Meditation at Lagunitas" you write " There arc moments when the body
is as numinous / as words, days that are the good flesh continuing. Are
these the days that find their way in your poems?
HASS

Very often that seems to be true, though less true than it was. I don t think
my work's getting darker, but I think I used to think a lot about pleasure.
Now I find myself able to think of pain.
HIKA

What about "numinous," "good flesh." Are there metaphysical tones to be
taken or do you mean that by saying things are "darker" now that "good flesh
continuing" is healthy sensuality?
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I think it's "good flesh continuing," and that's a kind of resonant phrase. I
think that's as much as I could say then though "numinous" is . . .
HIKA

. . . a very marked word.
HASS

Yes, a marked word, and it wasn't carefully chosen; it came to me, but then
1 had to think a long time whether to let it stand, and I did.
HIKA

There was a poem you read last night which ends with the image of a
gazelle watching itself being eaten: "Suppose that all poets had to be respon
sible for the innocence of all the suffering on earth?" Which poem is that
from?
HASS

It's from a poem called "Spring Drawing."
IIIKA

Is that in either of the books?
HASS

No. "Suppose before they said silver or moonlight or wet grass each poet
had to agree to be responsible for the innocence of all the suffering on the
earth?"
IIIKA

That's a hell of a line. Do you remember what goes after that?
HASS

"Because they learned in arithmetic during the long school days that if there
was anything left over, you had to carry it."
HIKA

This is another quote of yours frqm the talk last night: "There is an intensity
of thought that is erotic, a state that is 'being' not 'becoming'." Is this the
thing in the writing of a poem, in the language, that makes a poem blossom3
HASS

Yes, I think so.
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HIKA

And that's the state you talked about last night. You get there and wonder
what to do, how to make connections.
HASS

There's an element of surprise in that? That's the jerk out of process, when
things suddenly refocus. You know the effect of being in a place where the
usual train of signification lurches from one station to the next and stops for
a second? That's the function of metaphor, which can surprise by putting
our usual way of thinking into suspense for a second, before the thing is
resolved. What I would identify is that moment. What happens sometimes
is that you actually write to get there. But once you start writing you
become responsible for being there. I don't think I've ever quite said this to
myself before; but, if I remember, E.M. Forster said, "Oh plot, yes, plot,
one does have to tell a story." Well, one might say that about poetry.
There's a feeling that you want to be working in the territory of art; then
when you come working into it, all those questions come rushing in. And it
makes you feel you are in your life.
HIKA

Is that the feeling that gives you that sense we were talking about earlier,
that sense of where you are?
HASS

It's curious. It seems to me in my earlier writing experience, as I would write
the poem I would feel that I had found myself. It seems to me more like I
have found myself and lost myself at the same time these days. Does that
make sense?
HIKA

Ves, very much, and that was what we wanted to get to. You mentioned
Iranstromer writing a poem to escape his fate.
HASS

Milosz said that art is a rebellion against the adult world, against the idea
that the world's a sensible, well-ordered place that makes any sense at all. It s
the first thing a child sees. He doesn't want to be that —adults, hairy nostrils,
dying, getting fat, goiters, boring talk . . .
HIKA

's

that a subtle compulsion to write then?
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Yes, that's a not so subtle compulsion. I didn't really experience it that way
Existence and its variety fascinated me It wasn't that I wanted to escape it
The existence I lived seemed to me smaller than the world; the world seem
ed quite large and interesting. I didn't want to escape the world as much as I
wanted to explore it.
HIKA

You said the other day you're sick of poems that are "I, I, I" kind of poems
Do you think there's a way of getting away from the self in poems?
HASS

One of the interesting things happening now in poetry is the groups of poets
around San Francisco and New York who call themselves the "Language
Poets," or the "Language-Centered Poets." They've all read a lot and
thought a lot and written in their journals or small magazines about
linguistics and language theory —you know, post-structuralist
psychoanalysis and so on. Their critique of American poetry for the last 20
years is that it's posited on one assumption —the personal pronoun as a noise
and a sign refers to a known entity. They're interested in breaking up the
language. "I he basis of their critique is something like this: that representa
tion was a useful tool in the nineteenth century to break down a whole
bunch of fantasy ways of seeing reality —the realist writer saying "This is the
way the world is"—was for a while a useful tool; but that aesthetic has been
completely coopted by bourgeois, they would say middle class, culture. And
this culture is mainly engaged in representing objects of desire so they can be
treated as commodities and bought and sold . . . The mysterioso first person
poem in an indefinite present tense is the same trance state as the trance
state of the person who wants to buy something Like the poems in the Nev
Yorker. "It is August, / I am walking along the beach, / The waves break
over and over, / A small girl with a twisted leg / comes walking toward me
/ with a sidelong gait / The waves break again and again." And then you
turn to the other side of the page which says, "It is her birthday / which is
why you are pouring Drambuie / slowly / over ice." It's exactly the same
metric, same trance state, same close-up experience that says real, real, real,
but it's actually totally symbolic. They argue that the actual glinting,
broken, symbolic character of language ought to be made clear in the com
mercial fog. We should quit reassuring ourselves that we're unified and
coherent human beings when we're not; and so they're writing poems out ot
that.
HIKA

How far does so much attention to language and self-absorption in linguistic
structure really go in writing poems?
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Well, I think all of the evidence isn't in yet, whether this is really an authen
tic avant-garde. I think a new anthology will be forthcoming fairly soon,
and then we'll be able to see. There's a cool, post-modern, Fassbinder-ish
side to this sensibility. Their response to much of Robert Bly, let's say,
would be that he's still operating in one of the old music trades. The expres
sion they use is "the cliche of intensity." They think it causes people to think
they have "being" by making big emotional statements. There's a kind of
distrust of intense emotionality in poetry, and also a kind of Leninist in
tellectual severity to it. The theoretical stuff, at least, is very interesting.
HIKA

How about, "after a while I understood that, talking this way everything
dissolves: justice, pine, bair, woman, you and I?''
HASS

Yes. Well, "Meditation at Lagunitas" is partly an argument not with those
people exactly, but with, I guess you would say, the epistcmology of poststructuralism. It says that the word exists because we've lost the thing. I
don't know if you've read Heidegger on poetry; he, on the other hand, says
the word calls the thing into being. I suppose that poem tests, wonders
about those ideas.
HIKA

Where do people who come up with the tag phrases, who get to class peo
ple according to their attitudes toward language, put you? Where do y ou
see yourself
HASS

I don't think about that.
HIKA

Good. You seem to have definite ideas about ritual in poetry. Do you have
a sense of your own poetry as ritual utterance, the same way you talk about
Wright's language?
HASS

Well, ... I had a Catholic childhood . . . I'm very sensitive to my surround"igs anyway, so yes, I think I'm intensely aware ... 1 think its a useful way
°f thinking about the world. "Ritual" might be going too tar. Ritual implies
a community of belief; a private ritual isn t ritual to me. A private ritual is
slightly kinky. Real ritual involves forms of behavior toward commonly ac-
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ceptcd symbols. And the common symbols don't work anymore; and
haven't since Wordsworth, probably before. Romantic poetry is deeply
affected by the Reformation, which was suspicious of ritual. 1 believe that
working class Christianity in the eighteenth century passes into the Roman
tic poets as a search for newer, more democratic symbols of our actual ex
perience, of religious feeling. But to be in a search is to be cut off from
ritual, to be groping toward it.
HIKA

So in terms of something like "Augumn Begins in Martins Ferry," the real
art is the speaker finding his connection to the ritual?
HASS

Yes, and in understanding the way in which the actual forms of American
society connect . . .
HIKA

You said last night the speaker there became Homer surveying a battlefield

HASS

Yes, Homer is terrific. If you get near him you're doing okay. Homer is one
of the few poets who really does seem to function in a world of pure being.
I think it's because he's so purely a polytheist poet, because he belongs to a
part of the Greek sensibility before the emergence of death and rebirth
rituals; before a gnostic element passed into religion. His sensibility is
polytheist in a very pure sense; that is, its central value is clearly life. He
thinks the soul is the boring thing that goes into slumber after death. Clearly
what is valuable is life, and if there is some kind of afterlife, it is a drag. The
soul is this sick imitation of the body and what it means to be divine is to
have more life. You get it forever: you can drink more, fuck more, run
faster. All of that. There's a tragic sense that we've got to die, of course, in
the poems. But it's amazingly and completely poetry of the adequacy of the
physical world. I mean it's poetry of being-being as becoming, becoming as
being—there is no feeling of a distinction between them.
HIKA

You seem to be a great lover of art. Do you think of your vision in terms of
any painter or school of painters?
HASS

No, it changes all the time. I do absolutely love to look at paintings, and 1
like to draw, but I'm not really well-informed about it. It's completely
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amateur enthusiasm. But I do often think in terms of a painter's analogy. Ill
think "Oh, this poem is like Vermeer; I'm writing Vermeer-poems!" And
then that will sort of stimulate me: "Oh, this is like Pollock." I was making
poems like energy, sort of scattering the lines, like "suppose before you said
moonlight," splash "or silver or wet grass" slap "each poet had to be responsi
ble for the innocence of all the suffering on earth," shh-whew. "That was
because he learned in arithmetic during the long school day that if there was
anything left over you had to carry it," . , . whew. So I would in my im
agination immediately pick up on that kind of analogy as a way to explain
to myself what was happening, what I was doing. I use it in that way, but
it's a place where my ignorance serves me. If I knew more about it, I would
probably find it less useful . . ,
HIKA

Is it helpful for young poets to consult what the people they admire wrote
at a similar age?
HASS

Yes, I think it's certainly helpful. I think it's very helpful for poets to have
models. After a certain point it becomes inevitable that you start thinking
about models over time. I think I tend in general to think about writers'
development —what they're able to do here and what they're able to do
later. It's partly an age question. I'm interested in what kind of questions
people address in their twenties, thirties, forties. Maybe there are no laws,
... but it seems obvious. There's a kind of fault line. I forget when the cells
stop replenishing themselves, but people notice it and everybody alive
comes to that point at some time or other; it's bound to change their work.
Men are lucky in that way. I shouldn't say lucky; it's more complicated than
luck—that whole thing of having models and tradition. It's almost un
conscious for men, that line of transmission. Women really have to struggle
to find models.
I mean for a while there was one, Emily Dickinson. Not a terrific model
in a certain way, but . . .
HIKA

Not necessarily accessible?
HASS

Well, she could be accessible enough and, you know, Adrienne Rich's essay
on Dickinson certainly helped modernize our sense of her, showed us new
ways to see Dickinson's preoccupations. But a spinster who didn't go out
much, for a young woman, might not seem like a terrifically interesting
model. It's really, I think, just in the last generation with Elizabeth Bishop
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and Muriel Rukeyser and then Rich and Plath and Sexton and Leventon
that there came to be a whole series of women poets that women could
study and think about.
HIKA

Do all poets come under the influence of a sort of mentor?
HASS

I don't think all poets come under the influence of a particular mentor.
HIKA

Did you?
HASS

No, I didn't. I envied people who did. But I didn't. I did graduate work in
literature, and I didn't work in a creative writing program. I didn't take
creative writing courses—ever. So 1 didn't have that experience. 1 used the
writers that I read in the way my friends who studied with poets in creative
writing programs used them. I read the writers; I thought about their lives; 1
was curious about them. 1 took them as my inner models and teachers, but I
didn't have the outer models or teachers. 1 was aware of certain people 1 was
around, mainly Yvor Winters at Stanford, though 1 only took one large lec
ture course from him. I read his work and thought about it. 1 thought he
was a frightcningly great teacher and an interesting poet, but I didn't want
to end up being like him, and I didn't want to write poems like him.
HIKA

Is that to say somehow that MFA programs, as Donald Hall has written, en
courage "McPoems"?
HASS

No, 1 don't think that's true. I don't think that's true at all. I think an awful
lot of interesting work has been done through creative writing programs,
and I think that the creative writing programs have given a lot of people a
place where they can make art. You have talked about the fact that you
grew up in families where people were literary, and / grew up in the Bay
area, probably one of the few places in the country where you saw poets. In
high school in my generation you had to choose whether you were Pat
Boone or Elvis Presley and if you didn't want to be either one, you were
stuck But in San Francisco there were all these "poet-people" lined up to see
foreign movies. They looked very sexy and interesting They were doing in
teresting things and were around to be seen. You could tell there was a third
alternative, "I want to be like that.
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Was Ferlinghetti one of them?
HASS

Yes, Ferlinghetti was one, Gary Snyder was one; Ginsberg, Gregory Corso
were around; there were less well-known writers.
HIKA

People you'd recognize in the street?
HASS

Yes, if I saw them I would recognize them. Sometimes after they'd been
pointed out. But I mean it was not a weird thing. If you grew up in a mill
town in Massachusetts where if you went to Cambridge you felt socially
out of it; if there was no one in your world that thought a poet was
anything but "a flower sniffer or a faggot" as one young writer told me, . . .
and then if you went to the state college in Worcester and found a pas
sionate young professor teaching poetry, he or she could give you access to
art. That is one thing writing programs have accomplished in America.
Otherwise it's back to Winesburg, Ohio—a lot of nutty, provincial
Americans running naked through the streets in the name of nameless
desire. I think it's a great gift, writing poetry. It's true that they've probably
produced a lot of McPoems. Tang dynasty China, everybody knows, is one
of the great periods in the history of poetry. The Fang anthology contains
almost a million poems written over 150 years by some eighty-eight thou
sand poets or something like that. Everybody wrote poems. You had to be
able to write poems to pass the exam and get a job in the bureaucracy. Prob
ably it produced endless junk, but it also produced Li Po, Tu Fu, Wang
Wei.
HIKA

Often in the past two weeks you've been referred to and introduced as poet,
critic, and teacher. Are those very different roles? Do they ever conflct?
HASS

Well, I don't think of myself as a critic. I've written some essays. I suppose
they're literary criticism. I was trying to write essays about my response to
writers who matter to me in the same way you might write an essay about
living in a country. I didn't have the feeling I was trying to practice literary
criticism. I guess I don't think of myself as a critic. I think of myself as a
sometimes prose writer. The way that prose and poetry interfere with each
other for me is that prose takes a lot of time and energy. Sometimes I find
I've spent time writing prose that I might have spent writing poems.
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There's that. Teacher-sort of the same thing. I make my living as a teacher,
and if I had had my choice 1 would have taught less and written more. But 1
have to earn a living, and it's a pretty pleasant way to earn a living.
HIKA

Do you teach writing courses at St. Mary's?
HASS

I do occasionally, and I enjoy it; but I don't do it all the time.
HIKA

There is a particularly strong moment in the essay about James Wright 1
would like to talk about. You said that his struggle "belongs so much to our
culture, to American ugliness, to every kid who wanders into every public
library Carnegie built in every devastated American town and, glimpsing
the dim intuitive feature of his own inwardness in some books of poems he's
picked up, is, when he emerges into the sunlight of drug store, liquor store,
gas station, an outcast and a fugitive." That language is pretty urgent and
pretty strong given the tone of a lot of these essays. What is Wright's strug
gle there?
HASS

Well, I think it's there over and over again, but 1 also think it's in American
literature again and again. Though I suppose I experienced some version of
it, it was easier in California, or the Bay area, than in most places in that
way. There was a public life of art; there was a place for that stuff to float to.
In high school, in various ways it was weird to be interested in literature, to
imagine all that. But there was a public world where it was possible. I think
in a lot of American writing those big stormy adolescent feelings are per
manently marked by the defiance needed to express them at all It probably
helps that those feelings do find expression, more now than then, in music.
HIKA

Hardcore Punk?
HASS

I

Bruce Springsteen, I think is really interesting. I think he's kind of an in
teresting poet. He might be an example of the place where some of that
stuff finds expression. The typical form of rebellion: you know, cars, motor
cycles and desperation and all that, in New Jersey. But, in a more genteel
age I think it was very hard for writers to know what to do with that stuff. I
think especially in the more puritanical parts of Protestant America,
Puritans thought plays were foolish, and novels were frivolous and the
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devil's work. If you add to that sort of working class feeling that they're a lot
of fancy bull shit . . . it's complicated. There aren't that many American
poets who come out of the working class. The Lowell family, for example,
was extremely privileged.
HIKA

Right.
HASS

So was Eliot's, so was Williams', and so on. Hart Crane's father was a
manufacturer and a rich man Robert BIy went to Harvard; Frank O'Hara
went to Harvard; John Ashbery went to Harvard, and Wright came out of
southern Ohio —I guess it's considered southern Ohio—to this rather fancy
place.
And I think that he and Richard Hugo, in a way, bear the wounds of class
in their writing. Wright's poems return over and over again to the political
side of the despoiling of the Ohio landscape by industrialism. He has a lot of
anger about it. He's very intelligent; he read history. But there is also clear
identification between his own body and the body of Ohio that had been
maimed and wrecked and made ugly and dirty by greed. That's body
knowledge. If you grew up a squire's son in Shaker Heights you don't know
that . . . and I think it led him, tempted him to beautiful language-"I am
beautiful because I can say and make beautiful things even though I'm ugly."
I think that Jenny, the figure in the early poems, symbolizes that, also; she
shows up in "Shall We Gather At the River" and she is gone again in the last
of Two Citizens" which has a more whole vision. She is the female soul: she is
feeling, she is sensitivity. It's all been wounded, broken, raped, beaten,
maimed in Ohio. A curious thing happened when Wright got to Italy. He
suddenly looked back from the rivers of Italy to the rivers of Ohio and there
is a healing. I'm sure it's connected to his relationship to his wife and to
other things that were happening in his life. Suddenly Jenny falls away and
he's able to forgive Ohio. You don't sense that straining. All of this is guess
work, I don't really know what his life was like. It's quite possible I'm
wrong.
Let me say another thing about this. The fact is that all of that yearning is
related to sexuality. Sexuality is an urgent preoccupation in all of life, but
particularly for the young because there is no place for it.
HIKA

Amen.
HASS

There's no place for it. They don't have rooms to go to to be with people.
It's all of that stuff. Sexuality is the place where you separate from your
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parents. It's the having of sexuality, that doesn't fit into the family. That's
what kicks you out of the family. You have to find your own life. Sexuality
is a rebellion against the family and it is always experienced that way in
some form. . . . The emergence of that feeling, the feeling of poetry and its
connection to sexuality, is probably experienced by everybody to some ex
tent as a sense of infidelity, of betrayal to their primary family. And for
working class poets, the turning to poetry would probably intensify all those
feelings. Especially if you got to it by way of elitist schooling.
HIKA

Great, and that's the next question. We talked about Robert Lowell's erotic
impulse last night. That phrase about the "annihilative rage of capitalism."
Looking at sex as an act of will, then . . .
HASS

It's the root of something in Lowell's vision and it's not private to him. The
connection to the ways we see political power is obvious. Sexuality is often
perceived as a form of violence in the child's early imagination. Sex must be
a violent act of seizing and using the other. The Freudian explanation would
be that the boy in love with the mother could only imagine that she submits
violently to the father who is the rival. Because she couldn't want to be with
that horrible person instead of with this darling boy, or vice versa. I think its
connection to capitalism is that as man busted into freedom out of the old
feudal pattern, he probably also experienced that as violence. He experienc
ed the turning of the world into buying and give and take. And I'm sure that
it colored sexuality with the feeling of its give and take and aggression; and
then the guilt feeds more guilt. Yes? . . .
HIKA

Yes
HASS

Sexuality is a source of guilt anyway. But social violence can intensify it and
be intensified by it. You're angry at women because "I need them and they're
a source of guilt to me because I need them." And that makes you angrier.
This is, of course, the male version.
HIKA

Right.
HASS

So the resentment of need fuels it. You get a whole literature like the rape
of Clarissa, the rape of Caddie Compson. You get a whole literature fueled
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by what is essentially in some way a "sadistic conception of coitus." It's
bound to be a violent, cheating kind of exchange. And it has always these
unconscious parallels in our perception of economic and political power.
And of gender as power.
HIKA

Lowell uses that line of Chaucer "To speak of woe that is in marriage". And
the final line: "Gored by the climacteric of his want, / he stalls above me like
an elephant." Is that the same sense?
HASS

I don't know. I'd have to come back to the poem and think about it to see.
In "The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket," the specific question was, why
does Lowell insist on such violent sexual imagery in the killing of the whale,
which he sees as the primary American act. Of course whales are mammals;
they're like us. Why does he see the primary act of capitalist exploitation of
the landscape in such sexual terms? And what does that tell us about the
private psychology of the poem? We're not talking about neurosis, we're
talking about a great poet at the top of his power exploring in a big symbolicrange a whole bunch of issues.
HIKA

You mentioned that "Lowell's confessional revolution envisaged by the pro
fessoriate seems to be based on the sociology of Kcnyon College, among
other things." What is your sense of this sociology and how it affected him?
HASS

1 said that was Olson's, Charles Olson's, judgment. Charles Olson was a
New Deal Roosevelt Democrat; you know, strong, philosophical opposition
to the agrarians, to their political view. I think that part of the rivalry which
grew up between the experimental side of American poctry-the tradition
that goes from Found and Williams through Olson to Crccley and the
academic tradition through Ransom to Lowell and Roethkc and Berryman
and so on —had it's roots in political differences, and I was referring to that I
wasn't speaking about the sociology of Kenyon College, but what the Kcn
yon Review represented. I mean there are more things to IK said about that.
Robert Duncan submitted a poem to the Kenyon Review and Ransom took
it, very enthusiastically. Duncan published in Politics — Dwight McDonald's
independent, non-Communist left magazine of the 1940s—an essay. I think
it was the first important one to appear in America on the political rights of
homosexuals. It was a very brave thing for a young writer to do —in those
years practically unheard of. Ransom read it and rejected the poem after he
had accepted it. Said he couldn't print it, not his fault, you know. Socially
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the world that was represented by the Kenyon Review was a fairly conser
vative one.
HIKA

This was during what period?
HASS

This was around 1948
HIKA

Is this in Poet's In Tbeir Youth?
HASS

No, I don't think it's in there—The English poet Thorn Gunn writes about
the incident in Scales of the Marvelous, a book of essays about Duncan that
New Directions published. The correspondence between Ransom and Dun
can is in the Washington University Library in St. Louis.
HIKA

From what you've seen of Kenyon is there any common thread that ties
Lowell and Wright together? The essays on them in your book appear one
after the other.
HASS

I don't know whether Wright ever commented on Lowell. It would be
fascinating to know. But I think that if not, one guess would be that Wright
very consciously chose not to go near Lowell and Lowell's work. He chose
another way.
HIKA

And if I'm not mistaken he chose away from Ransom, too. Didn't he?
HASS

Yes. I he fact is, Lowell came to Kenyon because Ransom came to Kenyon.
So did Jarrell. I think because of the Review the college began to be per
ceived as a place where things were happening. Whether that was pan of
the reason why Wright came here, I'm not sure.
tllKA

Is that in your essay? No, it's in something in The Pure Clear Word, in the
Dave Smith interview. . . .
HASS

Yes
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In Pure Clear Word he said he realized he had a GI education coming to him
and chose a college in Ohio.
HASS

That's interesting
HIKA

There seems to be a feeling here that there's a need to restore Kenyon as a
writer's place. Can that happen? Is it misleading to think of a golden age?
HASS

Yes, I think it's very misleading to think of a golden age. I think it's terrific
to have a teacher and writer of the quality of Ransom here. But that genera
tion has passed through. It's clear in one way or another that Kenyon has
nourished writers. I think it can continue to do that. I also think that a
liberal arts education such as you get here is terrific training. I don't think it's
a bad thing to think about a golden age. But I think you should think about
the golden age being in the future, the present.
HIKA

How do we do that? Is it always a bunch of individuals hacking their way
through the best they can?
HASS

Yes (long pause . . .), That might be a good place to end.
-William Marchl, Geoff Schmidt
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Locks
* I VLK to me," is what she said afterwards, when I was lying in the dark
X next to her, plucking at the fringe of the blanket, desperately wanting
something to do with my hands.
"About what?"
"Anything. Tell me something."
I thought. "I want a cigarette," I said. I tried to smile, and did, and found
that it didn't make a difference in the dark. She rolled carefully away from
me.
I looked at the room. It was only half-painted, and the smell was strong.
The floor was bare. A few suitcases were balanced in one corner. I had
helped her move in that afternoon, and we had eaten dinner, and I couldn't
remember what we had talked about.
I thought about the first girl I had ever loved. I had been seventeen. I
couldn't remember why she had left me, but I remembered very clearly the
four months that had followed.
I said, "Did you ever play truth or dare?"
"Yes," she said. She was lying on her side. Her back was to me.
"Once, in seventh grade, I played at a party with the cool kids. The 'in'
crowd at one of their 'in' parties. And I was too afraid to take the dare, so I
told everybody the name of the girl I'd had a crush on. The next day,
everybody in the class knew about it. Everybody. They laughed at me. I
don't think she ever talked to me after that." It might have happened. I
couldn't honestly remember. But it might easily have been me, or one of my
friends.
She turned towards me then.
"Oh, that's awful," she said.
"It was a long time ago."
"But, still . . ."
I reached for the cigarettes on the floor and lit one. In the dark it seemed
very bright.
"I have to go."
"Stay a while."
"I have to work tomorrow."
I got up and put my clothes on. I leaned over to kiss her.
"I love you," she said.
(49)
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There was no traffic on the way home, and I drove carefully through the
suburban streets.
The next day, we played miniature golf and went to see a movie. Then I
drove her out to the neighborhood where I had grown up, past my old
house. It looked like every other house. It was that kind of neighborhood. It
started to rain hard, and I parked in the school lot, by the playground.
"Did you go to school here?"
"Until sixth grade."
This is nice," she said, and I put my arm around her.
And remembered the last time I had been parked here, when I was seven
teen, the night she told me she didn't love me anymore. She had once. I was
sure she had, but it had stopped, suddenly, like a light turning off. I started
the engine.
"It's still raining."
"It's getting late."
On one street, I said, "I had an accident here. It was about a year after I
had gotten my license."
"Were you drunk?"
"No. It was wet out, and I wasn't driving well then."
"But how did it happen?"
"I just lost control. I was going too fast."
"Was it bad?"
"It was bad."
I am a great believer in locks. Then, when I was living in Cambridge,
there were three bolts and two chains on the door, and the door was rein
forced. 1 lived in a fairly quiet part of the city, but I had read stories about
robberies in the best of neighborhoods, and I didn't want to take any
chances. So when she came to my door at one in the morning, I had to slide
back the three bolts and undo the two chains while she waited in the
hallway. When I opened the door at last, she stood there for a few seconds,
just looking at me.
"Come in," I said. "What's the matter?"
She sat down in a chair by the window
"What's up?" I closed the door and slid one of the bolts in place.
She looked out the window. "Why are you doing this to me?"
I searched a drawer for cigarettei, and found them.
"Doing what?"
"You really don't know?"
"How can I know unless you tell me?"
She stood up and looked at the books lining one wall.
"I thought you were going to come over this weekend."
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"I know, I'm sorry. I got busy, and then-"
"You could have called. You never call me."
"1 call you."
"Only when you feel like it."
I sat down and lit a cigarette.
"I love you," she said. She was looking at me again. "Stop lying to me."
"I've tried to be honest. From the beginning."
"I guess you did."
"I don't want to hurt you. I like you. I like being with you. I care for you."
"I love you."
"I know you do."
She got up. "I tried," 1 said. "I wanted to. I tried to."
"You can't force that."
"And I didn't want to hurt you."
She went to the door. I followed her.
"This is better," she said.
When I was sure she was gone, I slid all of the bolts back and drew the
chains across. I turned the door-lock. I leaned against the door for a long
time and tried not to think about anything, and then I went to bed. In the
morning, I called in sick. I felt bad about that. 1 felt bad about a lot of
things, but for some reason, that made me feel very bad.
The day was long. I wanted to go outside, but the thought of undoing all
of the locks and going down the two flights of stairs made me feel empty
and queasy. I made little promises to myself. One more cigarette and then
III go down to the Deli and have something to eat, 1 said. As soon as Merv
Griffin's over, I'll go out and get some coffee. Finally I sat down at the kit
chen table and took all of the cigarettes out of my last pack and lined them
up in front of me. I opened my last pint of Scotch. When I had smoked all
of the cigarettes and finished the pint, I got up and undid the chains and slid
back the bolts and went out. I didn't feel anything at all.
Later, I found myself drunk, lying with a girl whose name I could not
remember under a wide, dark oak tree in the middle of Harvard Yard.
"I like you," the girl said
"Why?"
She laughed. "You know how to talk. And you're honest."
In the dark, people walked by in two's and three's. Sometimes they saw
us. Sometimes they laughed or said something. A church bell chimed eleven
times.
"Really?"
"As much as anyone."
"I have a girlfriend. You know that."
"I know that. You told me already. I don't care."
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I looked at the stars. It was a clear night.
"I'm getting cold."
I walked her to her dorm then, and kissed her goodnight, and told her
that I might call, but that I couldn't promise anything. She said she
understood. I felt sick from too many cigarettes and too much liquor. It was
cold out. Behind me, the clock struck twelve. I started home.
And somehow never made it. I remember walking past a bar, and hearing
live music. I went in. I saw some people I knew half-well from work, and we
danced, and then we all moved to another, quieter place with lots of tables.
I got in an argument at the bar. 1 lost them there somewhere, and then the
place closed, I stumbled up and out into the dead, dark streets.
I paused outside and leaned with my back against the brick wall of the
building. I sneezed. I swore out loud. And then I started to hit myself, in the
stomach and in the face. I hit myself over and over and over until my arms
were trembling and shaking so that I could not lift them again. I tried. 1
slumped down against the wall. There was blood in my mouth. I swallowed
it. I closed my eyes.
I must have fallen asleep. 1 dreamed about dark, wet, secret places. When
1 opened my eyes again, the sky was grey and pink. It had rained. My hair
was wet. In the street, there were huge oily puddles laced with bands of pur
ple and gold.
The sun rose up above the brick and granite buildings and I watched it get
light. Stores began to open. A bus pulled up to the curb. Its doors opened,
and secretaries and shoppers streamed out onto the sidewalk. Thick clouds
of exhaust floated up into the brightening sky, and hung there, and van
ished. Music from car radios slipped past me and away. Doors opened wide,
people moved. There were people everywhere. I didn't feel the hangover
then, or my jaw, or my bruised ribs. Everything was bright and clear and
wet and new.

t

Jeff Barnes

We Grew Bored
After the crystal palace burst into flames
and the comet was side-tracked by the gale
and the rainbow fell bleeding into the sea
we grew bored.
Sitting in the sand of the outdoor theatre at dawn,
we wanted a refund.
Disgruntled, we turned our minds to other things
but no one really enjoyed
having sex
or dancing with electronic mermaids
or watching the musical comedy, performed for us by green
pelicans:
Their show involved insanity, witchcraft, bubonic plague, and
the Fall of the Roman Empire.
"Hell!" one of us said. "They stole their melodies from
Oklahoma! and South Pacific!"
'Tomorrow's Monday," we groaned, and drove home in sullen
station wagons,
got out, kicked the shrubs, snarled at the dogs.
The children ran and hid
until we fell asleep.
V
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Robert E. Stein

Three Lyrics from the Greek
Sappho (b. ca. 612 B.C.)
The moon and the stars have set —
Almost the night's darkest hour:
I lie alone.

Meleager (ca. 140-ca. 70 B.C.)
Daybreak, love-hater!
Why do you take so long
To crawl around the cold world
Now that someone else
Keeps warm in that slut's sheets —
When I knew her soft secrets
You were quick enough
To tear apart the night,
Laughing to dump light on me!

Agathius Scholasticus (A.D. ca. 531-ca. 580)
All night I fight my sighs, and when
Daybreak comes— »
And I rest a bit-
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Swallows start to twitter about,
They jeer, and pelt me with a tear,
Sweeping away my sweet, deep sleep.
Eyes with nothing to see keep watch:
The memory of Rose's arms
Haunts my heart once again.
Stop, stop!
You jealous, babbling birds: Not I,
I was not the one
Who cut out
Philomela's tongue!
Go away,
Mourn for Itys on the mountain,
Cry by the hoopoe's craggy roost,
So I might rest a little while;
And maybe
Dreams will come, throwing
Rose's arms around me again.

m
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Contributors
All of Jeff Barnes's works are divinely inspired, and should be read ac
cordingly.
Jeff Clifton is a member of the "God-squad" who majors in English.
Sheila Jordan is a poet living in Gambier, Ohio. She received her M.F.A.
from the Warren Wilson Writing Program.
Allison Joseph, a student at Kenyon College, hopes to continue writing
on the graduate level, lost somewhere in New York City.
William Marchl, an Honors English and Religion major, on the whole
thinks life is pretty scary.
Geoff Schmidt, an English major, thinks the afterlife is pretty scary.
Christina Shea is an English and Studio Art major who co-owns a cat
named Job. She is working on a novella for her senior thesis.
Robert E. Stein is a Classics major whose interests include philology,
layered clothing, and the New York subways.
Ellen Watson is a Philosophy and English major who, actually, feels
more comfortable in prose. She hopes someday to undertake a study of the
concept of Self throughout Western thought. This is her first poem.
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"Hut suift as dreams, myself I
found within the Pirates' Cove."
1

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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